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So all us here today work with language and we need to be able to freeze what we’re looking at
in some kind of textual representation so we can do things with them like count, categorize, sort
and all kinds of things language scientists like to do. Most of us represent signed languages
through glossing. In a paper published in 2008, Dan Slobin used the phrase "tyranny of glossing"
and it stayed with me. I've referred to it often when considering issues of language
documentation and corpora. So for today’s presentation, I want to talk a bit about that phrase
means and how we can consider it when thinking about our own practices for the work we’re
doing today especially from the perspective of data citation as outlined in the Austin Principles of
Data Citation https://site.uit.no/linguisticsdatacitation/austinprinciples/.

(sources available upon request)
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But first for a minute, I want to look at what we actually study. Just a minute of video with all
kinds of ASL videos edited together. (note some of these were taken from YouTube since I used
them one of my classes). If you want a reference or link (if available) for any of these, please let
me know. They are all used with permission or are available publicly.
(Watch video)
So, after having seen all of these, even if you don’t know ASL yourself, you can see how rich and
nuanced language use is? You can see the diﬀerent representations - diﬀerent people, diﬀerent
social contexts, diﬀerent genres. And if you do know ASL, you probably caught some signs and
can remember them now - rocket, funny, etc. Now imagine trying to go back and find what you
wanted. You need to be able to search for it. We need to be able to represent this into text so we
can use that for that purpose. We also use written representation for research. All of us in this
room who study language know that we need to rely on some form of frozen representation so
we can study it. We can’t study language in its raw form - as sound waves or light waves on the
air. We need to freeze that behavior somehow. For signed languages, we are unable to rely on
already conventionalized written languages like for English or the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA) that linguists can use to represent any spoken language.

(sources available upon request)
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NOTHING DS_5 PU THRILL SET-UP FS NOW IX
CANNOT IX WORD WORD SAME-AS BUT SIGN
DIFFERENT SKILL WOW EXPERIENCE ANDasym
CREATE SIGN POSS_1 MOTHERstr STRONG
SUPPORT ORAL DS_3 LOOK IX_1 DS_x ZERO DS_x
SAME-AS WORD SIGN QUOTE NOT WORD IX
WORD THAT APPEAR INSTAGRAM ~SELFIE THIRSTY
SWEET CONTACT DS_cx FS DS_cx DS_b DS_b IX IX
STORYf ABOUTix IX LOOK WORK DS_1 DIFFERENT
UNIVERSITY PU IX_1 DON'T-KNOW WHOflex PU
IX_1 DON'T-KNOW WHOflex FAMOUS BETWEEN
TWO PERSONp PU NOW IX COW DS_s LANGUAGEl
THAT PROCESS FROM MAKEstr FS XXX THAT IX_1
JUST WHY SET-UP FEW GROUPc GROUPc WOW
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Now if we want to represent what we just saw in the video, we usually get this kind of thing. All of
these represent what was produced on the right hand of every person in the video we just
watched. (FYI this is just for the first 20 seconds. I couldn’t make all of the words fit on this slide in
readable format!) Anyway, right away we see that a lot has been stripped from the original. There’s
no direct references to the forms of the signs themselves. There’s no representation of facial
expressions or other phonological modifications of the signs. The original data has been stripped
down and these words we see in the slide here are their representations.
This is glossing. Let’s talk about that for a minute.

Glossing

(Haspelmath 2010, 494)
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So all of us here today know that glossing is a literal word for word translation of source text to
make it accessible to those who don’t know the source language. It’s used by linguists or people
working with languages - spoken, signed.
Here with the example from Haspelmath (2010), we see the source language in the top row, the
glosses (a literal translation) in the second row, then in the last row a translation to English. This
is how glosses are usually used - along with the source language (albeit in its written form).
Glosses are used to give access to source text. For example, here’s one from the annotation
conventions manual for SLAAASh, a project I’m working on.
Thing is… in sign language linguistics, it seems that we have gone overboard often showing the
glosses without the source text. See these examples from Liddell - one from 1980 where it’s not
so surprising given the limits of technology. But it persisted even in the 2000s - see the 2003
example from Liddell. My colleague Cecily Whitworth once said that it was like studying French
through English translations alone.

Glossing

(phd)

“I just completed my PhD.”

glosses
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Glossing

Liddell 1980, p. 149
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Glossing
(no source text)

Liddell 1980, p. 149
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Glossing
(no source text)

Liddell 2003, p. 23-24
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“TYRANNY OF GLOSSING”
SLOBIN (2008)
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The problems with the style of representing signed language data with glosses have been welldocumented yet it appears to remain the most common method, a problem that Slobin refers to as
the “tyranny of glossing” (2008). That to date is what our documentation looks like. It’s especially
problematic for me as a phonologist because there’s nothing about the form of ASL signs in these
English glosses and speaking of long-term after many of these signs have changed, how do we
know what these signs look like? We don’t. I teach phonology courses at Gallaudet University and
inherited Robert Johnson’s notes - you may be familiar with his work on ASL phonology. And his
main representation of ASL signs is glossing. There’s a lot of glosses he used that I really couldn’t
tell you how to produce.

“Returning to“TYRANNY
the practice
of capital-letter
OF GLOSSING”
SLOBIN
glossing, this method
of(2008)
representing a signed
language—even with the additions of various
diacritic markings and comments in a written
language—seems to me to be a strange, almost
neocolonialist acceptance that the spoken
language of the surrounding community is
somehow relevant to a linguistic analysis of the
local signed language. No linguist would dream
of using English words in capital letters to
describe Navajo, for example, simply because
the surrounding dominant language is
English.” (p. 123, Slobin, 2008)
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Given the lack of suitable representational replacements for signed languages, we’re reliant on
the English (or written language) representations here. To do a very simple example of how that’s
problematic, especially when we’re thinking about it from a more mainstream representation, of
how it may be construed by the community, I present the pointing sign in the slide.
In ASL like many other signed languages, to refer to people or things, we can point. Because this
can refer to so many things, it’s especially tricky to label. It’s so easy because we’re using
English glosses to represent ASL signs to then think about how it would be represented in
English. Once we’re there, we start using words like “I, me, you, he, she, it, they”. Then it can
backfire on us because with those English words, we understand that other things are
represented - person (first person like “I” or “me” and second person like “you” and third “he,
she, it”), number (singular like “I”, “me”…), grammatical case (the nominative “I” versus the
accusative “me”). All of these senses in the English words then somehow get linked back to this
form in ASL which doesn’t do any of that - it points and we use our understanding of the
language, the discourse event and the physical surroundings to figure out the reference. But a
side eﬀect of glossing, especially as our main choice of representation, is that it obscures the
original form as I’ve demonstrated in this slide. This is just one example of many.

👉

IX
HE
(REFERENT)
HIM SHE
THEIR IT
ME
HER
I
THEY
PRO
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NOTHING DS_5 PU THRILL SET-UP FS NOW IX
CANNOT IX WORD WORD SAME-AS BUT SIGN
DIFFERENT SKILL WOW EXPERIENCE ANDasym
CREATE SIGN POSS_1 MOTHERstr STRONG
SUPPORT ORAL DS_3 LOOK IX_1 DS_x ZERO
DS_x SAME-AS WORD SIGN QUOTE NOT WORD
IX WORD THAT APPEAR INSTAGRAM ~SELFIE
THIRSTY SWEET CONTACT DS_cx FS DS_cx DS_b
DS_b IX IX STORYf ABOUTix IX LOOK WORK DS_1
DIFFERENT UNIVERSITY PU IX_1 DON'T-KNOW
WHOflex PU IX_1 DON'T-KNOW WHOflex
FAMOUS BETWEEN TWO PERSONp PU NOW IX
COW DS_s LANGUAGEl THAT PROCESS FROM
MAKEstr FS XXX THAT IX_1 JUST WHY SET-UP
FEW GROUPc GROUPc WOW
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So we get the problems with glossing. But we also need to represent what we’re seeing so we
can document it and study it. What do we use then? I don’t have any answers really. With
glossing itself, I haven’t found a suitable replacement that works because all of the notation
systems we have for signed languages are too technical and take time to learn for most people
and those as well as the written systems that have been invented by the signing communities are
not yet (or easily made) machine-readable. So I don’t know the answer but I do know that I want
to minimize the “tyranny of glossing” and bring the primary language itself to the forefront
whenever it’s represented. So I’ll discuss how I’ve been starting to do that.

NOTHING DS_5 PU THRILL SET-UP FS NOW IX
CANNOT IX WORD WORD SAME-AS BUT SIGN
DIFFERENT SKILL WOW EXPERIENCE ANDasym
CREATE SIGN POSS_1 MOTHERstr STRONG
SUPPORT ORAL DS_3 LOOK IX_1 DS_x ZERO
DS_x SAME-AS WORD SIGN QUOTE NOT WORD
IX WORD THAT APPEAR INSTAGRAM ~SELFIE
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(E.G., JOHNSTON 2010)
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ID-glossing (e.g., Johnston, 2010) can help us minimize that tyranny. It basically looks the same
as glossing but when used with a database and video annotation, we’re able to use glosses as
indexical representations. It helps to reduce the impact of the written system. Still plenty of
problems there but when used as intended…
For example, take the ASL Signbank which I use as a maintenance of ID glosses for ASL signs
(as you know, there are other sign banks for other sign languages - we modeled ours after theirs). ID
glosses are “identifying glosses” (unique labels used to represent the same signs)- remember the
glossing we discussed earlier - now it’s not the main form of representation like we want but
rather a form of labeling data (or ASL signs) so we can find them in the videos we have. This
screen recording with the video we showed before but in ELAN with the ASL Signbank linked
shows how ASL becomes more prominent in the representation. I think some if not many (or all)
of you in this room today have access to this kind of representation.

(Hochgesang, Crasborn and Lillo-Martin, 2018)
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These are examples of how I’ve tried to minimize my reliance on glossing and maintain some
kind of connection to the original data. Some are enabled by my use of the ASL Signbank. I also
show an example from an article published in the 2018 proceedings of the LREC sign language
workshop by the Swedish Sign Language Dictionary team. Two are pulled from my conference
posters for TISLR13 - sneak peek! One is the main point shown on the poster and it felt wrong
letting English do it solo.
In these examples of my work as well as one by the Swedish Sign Language team, we don’t let
English glosses serve as the sole representations of the signed forms that are being discussed.
There are images as figures or in-line text or even links to online sources with them.
For my own students at Gallaudet, I strongly encourage them to use glosses with signs (either as
figures oﬀset in the body or as in-text images or even using specific fonts that represent signs emojis, hand text and even HamNoSys). And in this last example I share with permission from
Gallaudet LIN PhD student Kaj Kraus we see a stunning instance of the ASL sign for “system” by
Laurene Simms. In this visualization, we are so much more closer to what we’re studying than
the English gloss ever allows.

(Hochgesang & Becker, 2019)
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(Used with permission, class paper by Gallaudet LIN PhD student Kaj Kraus)
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http://site.uit.no/linguisticsdatacitation/austinprinciples/
(Berez-Kroeker et al, 2018)
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So I’ve made two main points so far - first, glossing is our field’s main choice of representation,
especially in our information dissemination (published articles, conference posters and
presentations, etc). Second, I’ve demonstrated how that’s problematic and how I’ve tried to
minimize the use of glosses although still rely on it for making primary data (the videos I work
with) machine-readable. The third and last point I want to make today - why should we care?
Because we as signed language researchers should make access to data a priority. To discuss
that, I turn to the Austin Principles of Data Citation - which is a general push by linguists to make
primary data (spoken, written or signed) accessible. It’s based on the FORCE11 Joint Declaration
of Data Citation Principles. If you haven’t seen this site or read their article yet, highly
recommended.
For today, I’d like to point out two relevant aspects of this. First is reproducibility - one of the
reasons why we’re all here today! If we want our work to resonate in our field and our
communities, they need to be reproducible and that cannot be done without making access to
our data a priority and that data is signed forms, not written glosses of the ambient spoken
languages.
The second is data citation - which is simple. Data is what we’re looking at and we need maintain
as close as a link as we can to it in everything we do. What I shared today (in how I try to
minimize the reliance on glosses) is a start but needs much more work.

And finally, about how data citation should give us access to the “data themselves”, especially
because we owe it to the communities themselves to honor the languages they shared with us.
How can we think about these principles for data citation in terms of representing signs? There
are many questions that remain. Especially how to make sure these sources remain accessible.
How do we archive them? How do we make sure the citations persist? And so on. But that’s why
we’re here today - to discuss this issue. I look forward to working on addressing these issues
with you all.

http://site.uit.no/linguisticsdatacitation/austinprinciples/
(Berez-Kroeker et al, 2018)
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"Most scientists rely on written and
graphic representations, at the same
time that they maintain that they do
not study maps, photographs,
spectra, charts or graphs but study
frogs, star clusters, T-cells, and
chromosomes."
- Michael Erard, 2000, p. 21
*

In closing, I’ll just leave you with this one last quote by Michael Erard from his dissertation,
“Inscribing language: Writing and scientific representation in American linguistics.”
(You may know Michael Erard from his popular science articles/books - quite a few related to signed
languages, e.g., Atlantic Monthly article on signing gloves - https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/
archive/2017/11/why-sign-language-gloves-dont-help-deaf-people/545441/)
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▸ julie.hochgesang@gallaudet.edu
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Just in case

textual representation
(All images - ASL Signbank, 2018)

FEMALE

(glossing)

US<˅x*

(Stokoe)

Stokoe et al (1965)

transcription

notation

(ASLWrite)
http://www.aslwrite.com/free/ASLwriteSummary.pdf

writing

Although there are plenty of overlaps with how information can be represented textually,
transcription here means representing primary language (spoken or signed) in a way that can be
used for analysis (so here we see glossing). Then notation means representation of the form for
phonetic or phonological information (here we see Stokoe notation). Then we have writing cultural invention for disseminating information - not widespread in ASL or any signed language. I
show one attempt here (ASLWrite).

emojis as "
representation

Further “reading”

= WONDERFUL (in ASL)

https://twitter.com/jahochcam/status/1121839024245813250?s=20

https://www.instagram.com/p/B2g4B12lpwb/

https://twitter.com/AslSlaash/status/1089882576708427776?s=20

I wanted to make this fit my presentation but I couldn’t so much in that this isn’t the best
response to the issues I’ve raised today BUT it is indicative of the signing community’s
preference to use something that resembles their forms and in a way that’s machine-readable.
Emojis to represent signs. Obviously they still cannot represent everything (or even much) but
that the practice, however limited it is, seems common and indicates something about what the
signing community prefers.

Further “reading”

https://www.instagram.com/p/BxdqkVznz53/?igshid=s9yfwt1r46xd

An opinion on glossing from someone in the signing communities (specifically ASL)

